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A public dialogue with Gavin Andersson

Rebuilding civil society in hard times
Many of the powerful civic structures that helped liberate this country in the
’80s are in poor shape or even non‐existent today. Can civil society be rebuilt in
forms appropriate to a new century and difficult conditions? You’re invited to
an ECSECC public dialogue with Gavin Andersson on strengthening community
organisation for social health and local economic development.
Andersson’s organisation, the Seriti Institute [www.seriti.org.za], successfully
uses innovative large scale participatory methods and systemic interventions
to forge partnerships involving communities, government departments, non‐
governmental organisations, civil society and business. The Institute’s
programmes are all designed to achieve social scale impact, with participation
of hundreds of people and collaboration of all actors within an activity system.
Its approach is based on a coherent theory. This is perhaps best expressed in
its Organisation Workshop which forges organisational literacy amongst a large
group of participants, while creating enterprises and social cohesion.
You’re invited to come along to discuss whether this exciting approach can be
replicated in the Eastern Cape.
Time:
Venue:
RSVP to:

Tuesday, 29 July 2014; 11:00 – 13:00
ECSECC Main Boardroom, 12 Gloucester Road, Vincent
viwe@ecsecc.org

Gavin Andersson has a history of activity in liberation
politics dating back to the early ’70s when he took up a leadership role
in the Metal and Allied Workers Union. He has since also played a
prominent role in organisations working to strengthen civil society
across southern Africa. He holds a PhD in Development Studies from
The Open University in the United Kingdom.
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The 1990s: 2 concepts
that changed our practice
• The rediscovery of “Civil Society”: a recognition of
value of citizen‐based organization, independent of
state and business (Soviet Union collapse,
development context, African survival…)
• “Sustainable Development” : The realization of the
scale and interconnection of environmental
devastation and human poverty

Notions of Civil Society
•

“Civil society is concerned with the diverse ideas and moralities that
inspire cohesion and trust in human communities” Hann & Dunn 1996:22

•

“Civil society is…an arena where the possibilities and hope for change
reside” Howell & Pearce 2002:2

•

“Civil society is the key institution of the cultural realm of social
life…[and] culture is the realm actively engaged in the discovery,
elaboration and defense of the meaning and values of society. Civil
society defends the cultural space of society from intrusions and
violations coming from the state and market…[it] is the countervailing
force against totalitarian tendencies” Nicanor Perlas 2004:114

• “Civil Society is society eternally at war with itself” Yash Tandon 1996

“Civil society” in South Africa
1980s: Donor money funds anti‐Apartheid effort, and NGOs grow strong.
Activists from them are drawn on with birth of democracy in 1994. Many go
to Parliament, many to public service, some to business.

1994 image of the NGO is “policy advocacy” or “watchdogs”! (cf. 1980s )
Few NGOs work in communities, and there is weak local accountability.

1999 Johns Hopkins Study (Russell and Swilling):
Big NGOs have been drastically reduced in number, in quality of work, and
in influence. Crisis of funding, and of human resources. “The death of NGOs”.
There are at least 100,000 CBOs.
Small organizations of local people. They focus on survival issues, or mutual
care. They suffer from lack of information, lack of linkage to each other, lack
of resources. They have no influence on the policy process, or local decisions.
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Legacy
• The image of the strong state, that is ultimately
responsible for development, is very persistent
• The idea that ‘development comes from outside’
is linked to this, and to the experiences of donor
support of projects
• In every community there is an “organizational
elite”: those who are fluent / literate in the
language and practices of organization from a
previous period.

1990s Patterns: the legacy of the MDM
period?
• Post 1994 there is instinctive organization of
representative hierarchies, forums; ‘structures’
• This is a replication/mirror of government; sometimes
with ‘ministries’ / technical departments
• Mandate is required before any activity. (Talking and
agreement precedes any activity.)
• Gate‐keeping extends to funding relationships
• Some people are very skilled in organizing these
‘structures’ : a de facto organizational elite
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Overall, the brakes are put on
Popular Development Organization.
By the end of the 1990s, there were hardly any Comm Devt
Forums, RDP committees etc left in existence. They failed to
sustain developmental activity.
Yet even today, when we need to mobilize across
communities, there is a push for similar structures; it seems
the only way to practice democracy.

2000 – 2010:
“delivery” & passive citizens
• Local government for first time; councillors lead
community initiative or become intermediaries
to local government.
• Ward committees often inert
• CDWs, CHWs, CDPs as community organizers….
• Co‐operatives encouraged, but no framework
for broader social organization.
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The crisis of ‘service delivery’
 People look to Government to deliver; they do not
organize on their own behalf
 Local government is ineffective & inefficient
 People find agency in service delivery protests.
Some are violent, infrastructure is destroyed.
 In 2008 xenophobic attacks
 By 2009: recognition of scale of dissatisfaction and
risk of losing the gains of democracy
 A culture of passive waiting, then burning….
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Development as cultural change
Culture can be understood as
“designs for living that are based on the
accumulated knowledge of a people, encoded
in their language, and embodied in the
physical artifacts, beliefs, values, customs
and activities that have been passed down
from one generation to the next”
Cole and Cole Development of Children (2001: 36).

what change from developmental
action ?
• Change in activity, at the individual level
and at a social scale
=> to improve the quality of life
• Change in culture : “the way we do
things around here”

Learning new Activity

Community Work
Scheme
Brings together two things:
1.

A minimum employment guarantee
structured around regular and
predictable work opportunities –
2 days a week (=100 days a year)
Target scale: minimum of 1,000
participants per site

2.

Community development approaches to
tackling social and economic challenges.

Regular Access to Work:
The CWP Concept
a minimum employment guarantee; provides regular and
predictable work….
 Acts as a safety‐net: an employment option of last resort (not
a pathway out of poverty)
 It is an area‐based programme, intended to be ongoing; this
allows it to target the poorest areas: where market‐based
jobs are unlikely to come any time soon.
 The CWP uses community participation to identify ‘useful
work’ and priorities. Work is decided by a Reference Group
made up of local stakeholders;


Pays a minimum wage (R70 a day)

Criteria for ‘Useful Work’

• Contributes to the quality of life in communities
• Provides social goods (e.g. food gardens)
• Focus on service to the community (e.g. helping
at school, street patrols, homework classes for
children, sports activities, feeding schemes)
• Can even include days focused on developing
life‐skills, creative arts, recording social history,
music etc.

CWP by March 2013
• 170,000 people working every week
• Dramatic drops in crime and violence against
women & children
• Orphans cared for, food security increased
• Enterprises emerging; stronger local economy
• Increase in active citizenship, social cohesion
• Projected to involve 1 million people by 2019

Food Gardens in Seriti sites
Year

Seedlings

Hectares

Trees

2010

2.2m

57

4,500

2011

3.9m

105

48,000

2012

6.6m

180

60,000

1,347 gardens have been mapped and are registered for
support with Dept of Agriculture.
Year

Seedlings

Lost (Died)

2010

2.2m

1.1m (50%)

2011

3.9m

1.2m (30%)

2012

6.6m

300k (5%)

Youth in the CWP

• Almost 66% of CWP participants are under 30
• More than half have never worked before
• These youngsters are eager to undertake positive action
for the community & hungry for personal development
& permanent jobs
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Innovation : “Football 4 Youth”

Train Soccer Coaches
25 coaches selected at each site (9 pilots)
Each given equipment (e.g. balls, cones)
1 coach w 60 youth = 1,500 youth players
SAFA Accreditation: D certificate => career path to
professional coaching. Aim is 10,000/year
Instructors: Banyana Banyana ex‐captain, SAFA link‐in
stars, graduates in sports management

Lifeskills training to all coaches
Manuals developed (SETA‐approval)
Specific attention to gender
Ongoing mentorship in learning prog.
Identify Youth at Risk
Reflect on desirable CWP activities

“Safe Communities”
1,500 players being coached => Hh impact
Life‐skills includes violence prevention
GPS mapping of crime
Bridge to HBC, ECD & other social issues
Homework classes
Economic initiatives discussions

Lifeskills

So what does the CWP bring ?
•

Work for 1000 people each week;

•

A cadre of community‐based management, whose
everyday concern is improving the quality of life

•

A way to implement the IDP, as a partnership
between Local Government and the community.

•

New understanding of local economic development
and a plural economy…

•

Overall:
positive social and economic benefits and a
flourishing of organization in the civil domain

The CWP enables community actors to
learn new activity
Community members do things they never
thought they could do; they gain confidence
Ordinary people propose work, and realize
they can shape their communities.
The inflow of money creates conditions for
economic initiatives.
What is missing is a model for organization

Bokfontein 2011
External members
Board
Elected members

Bokfontein
Development Forum:
a NPO whose members
are residents

Project research &
development

Financial
Management
Unit

Agriculture Co-operative

Local Implementing Agent
for CWP; employs Manager,
Administrators, coordinators

Consumer/multipurpose
Co-operative

Renewable energy
initiative
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CWP as partnership: the theory
• Non‐profit IAs dedicated to CWP, with capability in
community development; ensure capacitation of
community.
• Strong Reference Groups ensure local proposals for
work are valued and CWP is accountable to citizens
• Government ensures IAs are competent and
accountable, and follow Norms and Standards.
Payments are made promptly against invoice……
• Cooperative governance: departments support
community initiative. CWP aligns with IDPs etc.
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In short:
Communities organize on their own behalf,
improve their quality of life and their future
prospects, and strengthen their CBOs
They see Government as a trusted and enabling
partner. Gain confidence to engage with and
hold local government accountable
Know how to access technical support & maintain
partnership with actors in civil domain
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new activity shapes new thinking
and promotes
confidence and initiative

Thank you!

